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 SURVEY OVERVIEW 
 
 
Methodology 
 

The Village of Huntley conducted an online survey to obtain resident opinions on 15 questions and an 
opportunity to provide written comments.  The survey was available from July 26th through August 
12th.  Residents were made aware of the survey through notification on the Village’s website 
(www.huntley.il.us), Facebook page, and the Huntley Connections e-mail newsletter. 
 

 
Results Overview 
 

The number of responses in 2019 was 1,128, representing a 9.7% increase from 2018. 
 

Year # Respondents 
2019 1,128 
2018 1,028 
2017 1,557 
2016 1,122 

 

 
First-time participants accounted for 45.3% of respondents. Sun City was the most represented area 
accounting for 47.3% of total respondents. The next highest percentages by neighborhood were 
Talamore at 7.4% and Covington Lakes at 6%. 
 

The most reported duration of residency was in the 11-15 years category at 31.6% and the next highest 
was in the 16-25 years category at 25%. Overall, 70.3% of respondents reported having lived in the 
Village 15 years or less.  
 
Respondents were asked to assess key measures and their responses are as follows: 
 
 

Measure % Responding “Excellent” or “Good”; 
 Or “Very Satisfied” or “Satisfied” 

 

Quality of Life 95% 

Village Appearance 90% 

Appearance of Downtown 90% 

Feeling of Safety 93% 

Police/Public Safety 90% 

Village Employee Impression 84% 

Village Governance 77% 

Snow & Ice Removal 74% 

Street Condition 70% 

 DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

http://www.huntley.il.us/
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
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In 2019, 39% of respondents reported having lived in Huntley 10 years or less. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Sun City respondents accounted for 47% of all responses. 
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The largest age group represented were those 65 and over at 47%. 

 

 
 OVERALL VILLAGE IMPRESSIONS 
 

 
The percentage of residents reporting “Very Satisfied” or “Satisfied” with Village governance was 77%, 
just one percent lower than 2018’s highest rating since the survey began in 2010. 
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Residents continued to report an improved quality of life, with 95% stating it to be “Excellent” or “Good” 
in 2019, up from 94% in 2018. 

 
 

Resident impressions of the appearance of the Village remained high, with 90% responding that the 
appearance of the Village is either “Excellent” or “Good,” which is the highest rating since 2010. 
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Resident impressions of the appearance of Downtown Huntley were rated as either “Excellent” or 
“Good” by 90% of respondents, up from 88% in 2018. 

 

  

 VILLAGE SERVICES & ACTIVITIES 

 
Village coordinated community events such as the Farmers Market, Fourth of July fireworks and Very 
Merry Huntley were rated to be either “Very Important” or “Important” by 83% of respondents. 
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Of those reporting contact with the Village, 84% of respondents stated that they had an “Excellent”or 
“Good” impression of Village employees, somewhat lower than the 88% in 2018. 
 

 

Of those respondents expressing an opinion regarding the building permit and inspection process, 
74% were within the “Excellent” and “Good” categories. 
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Of those respondents expressing an opinion regarding a drainage issue, 74% expressed an “Excellent” or 
“Good” level of satisfaction, down from 79% in 2018. 
 

 
 
 
Of those respondents expressing an opinion regarding utility billing, 75% expressed an “Excellent” 
or “Good” level of satisfaction. 
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Resident perceptions of safety remained the same in 2018. In the top chart, those responding that 
Public Safety was either “Excellent” or “Good” was 90%. The bottom chart, which addresses a “feeling of 
safety,” achieved a 93% rating in the “Very Safe” or “Safe” categories, up from 91% in 2018. 
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Satisfaction with snow and ice removal was 74% for the “Excellent” and “Good” categories, down from 
2018’s highest rating of 78% since the survey started in 2010. 
 

 
 
Those responding satisfaction with street conditions in the “Excellent” and “Good” categories was 70%, 
down from 76% in 2018. 
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Of those reporting contact with the Village, 75% indicated that their ease of communication was either 
“Easy” or “Very Easy.”  NOTE: 33% of respondents reported no contact with the Village. 
 

 
 
For those residents who had made a recent inquiry, 70% reported receiving a “Very Prompt” or “Prompt” 
response, a decrease from 75% in 2018.  NOTE: 52% of respondents reported no contact with the 
Village. 
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While we have not had contact with some of the village services and personnel, overall we are very 
satisfied with our lives here in Huntley. Thank you for all that you do for us! 

I quite often see two police cars (one facing in one direction and one in the other) sitting on a dead-end 
street talking. I will pass them and a half hour or more later they are still there. 

During the winter Rt. 47 always is bad with snow removal. I realize this isn't the village however can 
there be a discussion with the county to attend to that earlier. Also some pressure with the RR 
regarding the crossing gates being stuck down. Village stuff is great. Would love to see the Farmer's 
Market expand. 

I, like many people find that the number of projects that can be done now have to have permits filed 
with the village, makes home improvement harder than it should be. 

I do not like the fact of paying sewer bills to Lake in the hills It has been 20 years for me.  
Take over the sewers Huntley. I am sure with the high property taxes you could afford it? By the way, 
with so much building going on, why no decreases in taxes? 

Great place to live! 

Very happy here. Kudos to Huntley employees for doing a fine job. Mr. Sass is the best. 

Does the village have a development plan for other than retirement and fast food? 

Good city but needs improvements in streets, especially on 47 by Sun City, too many holes and crude 
pavement.  
 
Downtown will never be that great due to present configuration. A new downtown shopping area with 
concert stage should be built on and adjacent to the city hall and police buildings with plenty of 
parking. 

Two complaints. RT. 47 South of town was never resurfaced very well and rough in between the 
lanes.  
Second. when having concerts on the square the bands use a diesel generator that spews nasty 
exhaust depending on direction of wind. Makes it hard to breath. Why not put outlets supplied with city 
electric power near the curb in that area???? 

Barb Read rocks! Barb is truly an asset to our community!  
 
Wish HPD would enforce fireworks laws. 

Love the downtown summertime concerts!! Would you consider having them all in the downtown area? 
Also, how about inviting some food vendors like Huntley Dairy Mart to sell their outstanding food 
before, during and after the concerts? 

Would like to see the village and the board to get behind the Amtrak to Huntley. Would like to see the 
village get the Amtrak service from Huntley to Chicago. Also like to see the Metra get into Huntley. I 
would like to see the village board make Huntley a “golf cart” friendly town. 

I have said this EVERY YEAR since I have been here but ABSOLUTELY has been done.It appears 
NOBODY CARES.   Citizens SPEED very much over the LIMIT. The citizens are SPEEDERS and 
LEFT LANE HUGGERS. The speed limit of 35 MPH is IDEAL for IN TOWN driving. 

Just a great job 
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In my opinion it would be nice to have a larger post office with more parking. I would also like to see 
street lights extended north down route 47 past Talamore. 

You should target specific departments. Police public works have direct contact which is not the same 
as other Dept. 

A man on Roosevelt Dr is asking for a 5 foot easement.  What are the rules for if everyone gets an 
easement?  
 
Why is village fighting zoning on old shopping center.  Wasting our money for court costs.  Who cares 
what they put there it creates revenue and jobs 

Glad I live here 

As a family we love Huntley. 

Why send 6 men to do a 2 man job? 

Can we get a Wendy’s? 

Please consider burying more electrical wires along route 47. It takes away from the appeal of our 
main drag. Would love to see new businesses that are not the SAME as what we already have. A 
grocery store and gas station on north end of down are very much in need. Can we consider some 
roundabouts at Coyne Station and Main? 

Great place except water is often brown or grey! 

I called and left a message to the inspector/code enforcer about fire blocking but never called me back.

Could we please look into other dining options. Too many gross fast food restaurants, nail and 
mattress stores. We need places like Portillo’s and family entertainment to draw more to our wonderful 
town! 

I wish village would enforce its codes for snow removal and yard upkeep. While not a question for this 
survey, we need a pond for recreation e.g., paddle boarding. I’m tired of trekking to Three Oaks 

The snow removal is really bad in our subdivision. Some plows only go down the middle of the street 
and never come back to clean either side of the streets. Salt is hardly ever put down and then the 
streets are slick after the cars drive and pick down the snow. 

Downtown could use some maintenance. Not an adequate amount of mulch around the flowerbeds. 
Weeds. Would appreciate not having concerts in the Square on a Tuesday night and shutting down 
Main Street during high congestion times. Makes it very difficult to travel throughout the community on 
those evenings. Better vendors at the farmers market. 

I’m not sure if this pertains to this survey, but with all the resurfacing on Georgian Place, I don’t recall 
being notified about that. Nothing big, but something specific would have been nice. I may have 
missed the notice though. 

Every survey, I always ask when will a bike/walking path be placed behind Walmart to Wing pointe. So 
many kids trying to ride bikes/people walking. IT IS NOT SAFE. I feel like we are being left out of the 
plans for Huntley in Wing Pointe. 

Just want to say thank you for the great service we get for snow removal, garbage pickup and taking 
care of our streets. Not real happy with our post office. 
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Huntley is a wonderful place to be 

Kudos on landing the Jewel at Reed & 47 and BBQ King. We still need to attract more sit down (not 
fast food) restaurants. The general opinion of residents is that because 2 trustees are restaurant 
owners they’re holding back on this cuz they don’t want competition. Also disappointed the land on 47 
and Mill Street hasn’t been developed!! 

Parts of the village appear to lose power often, and. It just due to storms. Not sure if this is a village 
issue or ComEd issue, but I feel that this happens too often. 

We enjoy our community and the friendliness of our members. We are pleased with the services the 
village offers. 

I am tired of the people using Del Webb Blvd as the Indianapolis Speedway, one of these days 
someone is going to get killed. I don’t know how many times I have yelled at people to slow down. I 
realize that the police are stretched thin, but something has to be done. Under no circumstances am I 
blaming the police. 

Police response to fireworks law violators in the weeks before, during and after independence day is 
woefully inadequate. In response to numerous calls I mare reporting illegal fireworks in my 
neighborhood this summer I was told less than 10% of the Huntley police force was on duty patrolling 
neighborhoods. Much more needs to be done. 

Tear down the bar across the Street from The Church of Christ church on Main street. It’s an Eye 
sore.  
 
We need a New post office. 

I don't know who is responsible for snow and ice removal on Route 47, but they need to respond to 
snow and slippery conditions quicker. Route 47 is treacherous when it snows. 

The folks at Village Hall aren’t very friendly. Additionally, the Building Department appears to dislike 
building or home improvements...very difficult to deal with. 

Please take care of the potholes on 2nd St. Maybe the street needs to be re-paved. Thanks 

Huntley Road/Dundee Road snow maintenance seemed to be much better this year. Hope that 
continues to get better as every year there are accidents and spin outs on that road from Haligus to 
Randall. Keep it up. 

Need something besides auto parts, automotive care, and fast food restaurants in Huntley. Very 
underwhelmed by the availability and variety of retail in Huntley. Had I known that the preponderance 
of retail in Huntley would entail so many of the above mentioned I would not have moved here. Must 
leave the area for most of my shopping needs. 

Too many fast food restaurants, need more sit down, upscale restaurants. We need different grocery 
stores. It seems in Huntley there is 2 of everything, Jewel, Subway, McDonalds. Wish we had 
Mariano’s, Whole Foods/Trader Joes, Coppers Hawk, Cheesecake Factory, Uncle Julio’s, anything 
Lettuce Entertain You. What can we do? 

Bring in more fast food restaurants, Popeyes Chicken and Wendy’s. Nice Restaurants  
I believe Huntley has a bad reputation in building permits to many restrictions brick, fire systems and 
etc.  
Council Board get butts in gear!!! 
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Algonquin Road extension from Rt. 47 to I-90  
New post office  
New hotel told deans milk factory Amtrak metra service....Chicago <> Rockford 

Bring in some good restaurants, not fast food stuff! 

People are fleeing high Taxes in IL, McHenry County and Huntley. What cost containment is Huntley 
contributing to the solution? 

In Sun City snow removal in our cul de sac is awful. The trucks do not come within five ft of our drive 
and we always have to shovel so much. That’s hard for a senior 

Barb Read is amazing to work with - any questions we have about an event, she is very prompt & 
great to communicate with. 

Was stopped by police officer who we felt was rude. Our license expired. We were used to getting a 
renewal notice in the mail. We had got a warning notice a few hours before in a far-a-way suburb and 
he said arrogantly, "well you are getting a ticket from me." We will no longer contribute to any police 
fundraiser in Huntley. 

Snow plowing near curbs much improved 

We need better places to eat and not just fast food places. We have enough of those. 

It would be super efficient to have electronic payment options for water/sewer bills!  
 
Happy in Huntley! 

West Main Street to Deicke Farm - cars and motor cycles go over speed limit and are never stopped 
by Police. Loud mufflers and loud music are never stopped. 

I had a tree limb near the street dead and hanging. Called the village and they sent a crew within the 
hour even in the rain! Great service! 

Very glad I made the choice to retire in Sun City/Huntley. 

Happy with recent improvement in downtown landscaping. 

The Fourth of July fireworks display was wonderful. I'm proud to live here. 

Please keep the charm of the village of Huntley. Please do not add apartment living on the Main Street 
or any more manufacturers or storage facilities close to the 90 / 47 exit. Why would people want to 
come into the town if that's what they first see? Not very welcoming! 

Huntley has grown to be a great village to live in. 

Huntley Police are very unfriendly and spend most of their time watching for speeders. 

Only complaint I see right now is dealing with our trash service. Every week I have to pull my trash can 
(not recycling) out of the street. You look down the street and see all trash cans just thrown back and 
in the street and sometimes there is trash all over the street. Please take care of this issue. 

As you can see I am very happy. Keep up the good work. The whole downtown area is a great 
improvement since we moved here 20 years ago. It looks great. 
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Just remember cul de sacs have driveways too and we need access to the road to get to work snow 
removal has gotten better but still lacks behind the street clean up 

The Village needs to address:  
1) traffic congestion at Rt 47 and Main St.  
2) excessive High School traffic on Del Webb in the morning and afternoon  
3) with Comed, what they are doing to prevent electrical outages with every storm 

For the size of Huntley, it sure does a good job in every facet of government. I've lived in bigger cities 
and they don't do half as well as Huntley. 

Please continue to search for and encourage more retail growth along the IL47 corridor. I would 
suggest a Walker Brothers restaurant. 

Every village employee I have come in contact with has been courteous and friendly. Snow removal, 
almost all the police force, all hard working, and diligent folks. They deserve kudos. I just wish we had 
more village resources and a larger down town, more bike paths, and more restaurants and a metra 
stop. 

We need to recruit more retailers and also more restaurants that are not fast food. When is Panera 
coming for sure. We certainly have enough people we go to a Panera. We get tired of going to Randall 
road. 

There is still work to do in making sidewalks level for safety purposes 

Not happy when I read in the paper it's going to cost taxpayers $600,000 for a lawsuit. Retail does not 
belong in the former outlet mall. Let's stop dragging our feet and get something in that prime space. 

Less shopping and more dining options. Work on adding to the north side of town. Don't cater to Del 
Webb so much. Remember there are more people in the town besides them. 

Huntley is a good place to live. 

Traffic lights at Rt 47 and Main street need to have sensors in the ground. 47 gets all backed up and 
there is no traffic on Main Street. Or these lights need to be timed better. Same thing with the traffic 
light by Harris Bank that is by Del Webb. 

We really enjoy Huntley and feel the most recent development standards have resulted in new 
businesses that aesthetically look great. That said older areas especially between the future Panera 
and Reed Road along 47 really need a focus to clean up. This almost kept us from buying in Talamore, 
clean up old or even move some to industrial sections 

Every year the snow plows tear up the parkway on Red Alder. Nothing but dirt and weeds. Promises to 
fix it and or prevent it from happening are never kept. I'm getting too old to keep fixing it so I guess it 
will stay that way. 

This year’s snow removal person took out / damaged way too many mailboxes in Sun City , NEEDS 
IMPROVEMENT BIG TIME 

Huntley is a beautiful community and you have done a lot to improve it especially the downtown area. 
Thanks. Great place. 

Streets in Sun City are in need of repair. Mostly in the neighborhoods. I would like to see more action 
in this area. Several streets have potholes that have been there for a couple of years. 
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Way too much salt is used in the winter. Absolutely no excuse for it. Also please stop trying to grow 
Huntley! People moved here long ago because it was small. 

 

I called the village to find out if there are any regulations regarding a koi pond. I received a call from 
the village but they were not able to answer all my questions so they said they would get back to me 
with the answers. That was a month ago and I still haven’t received any more information. Other than 
that, I’m pretty satisfied. 

PARKING DOWNTOWN IS AN ISSUE.  BIG TRUCKS PARKED ON MAIN ST. HARD TO BACK OUT 
WHEN YOU CANT SEE THE ON COMING TRAFFIC.... 

The city seems to do fairly well with planning for the future. The city needs to take the next step in 
disaster preparedness. They need to continue to drive new medium and large businesses into the 
area. 

We are happy to be residents of Huntley, convenient to all our needs for shopping and medical, and 
consider Sun City a plus for all these important needs. 

Not happy that our neighbors have built something in the utility easement and created a damn of sorts 
which is blocking the drainage created for all the neighbors which is now ruining part of our lawn and 
others, causing unnecessary erosion and hampering water drainage for all. And yet theVillage has 
refused to do anything about it. 

Thanks for asking! 

Have been trying to have a drainage issue on sidewalk resolved. While I initially received a response, 
my most recent inquiry wasn’t acknowledged. It’s an issue that affects anyone walking on the sidewalk 
in every kind of weather, as the problem becomes ice in the winter. Mosquitoes breed in the summer. 
Not happy with the lack of concern. 

Took too long to repair the damaged street in the right turn lane on Del Webb Blvd. at Rt. 47. 

I sought information on parking an RV in front of my house. It took 18 days and 10 phone calls and a 
trip to the police station. It seems police don't like to return phone calls!  
Permit for irrigation system took 4 attemps-my deposit for inspection is now 32 days, waiting for 
reimbursement. Why wasn't the check just destroyed? 

Please continue to work to make the downtown area a vibrant village. 

Would really like to see bike path down Kreutzer Rd, from Wing Pointe subdivision. 

Don't allow rich lawyers bamboozle you on the Huntley Outlet property. But it would be such a great 
site for a Holiday Inn Express or a Quality Inn. 

Beautiful place to live 

We need a hotel. 

As I said in previous survey. We need better street lighting in Sun City.more stop signs at intersections 
on side streets; drivers don’t even slow down......I have a handicap parking sign. I think you should 
inform Sun City to remind people not to drive with it hanging. It is an obstruction. THANKS..would like 
to see something done..... 
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I had a beautiful tree in the parkway that I would trim and take care of. I would trim the bottom 
branches so no-one would run into a branch. People would compliment how beautiful the tree looked. 
Then the village employee's came and butchered the once beautiful tree. There is hardly any shade 
where before there was plenty. Stick to snow plowing. 

My wife and I love living here. However, the relationship between the village leaders and the leaders of 
Sun City is horrible. Our extreme sump-pumping problem has not been resolved because of this 
ridiculous, stupid, childish, lack of compromise, between these two organizations. Shameful. 
 

Would like to see empty stores occupied. Two in wing Pointe strip mall. Stores in town square and 
Wisted. I think the Dollar Tree would be good there. 

Just wondering when the streets of Georgian Place will be done! 

Would like more retail and restaurants. I realize the Village is doing all they can about this. I think you 
all are doing a great job. Love Huntley! 

I was very impressed with public works recently. 

We love living in Huntley! 

Please stop duplicating businesses on the north and south ends of the Village.  
As the Village grows, the programs need to grow as well; it's time to expand the HPD offerings. The 
programs, classes, etc. have been the same for the last 5-8 years. 

I still see unkept yards. Garbage cans in view from the street. A regular visit through our community 
citing folks who are in violation. I moved here for the strict rules and angry that they are not enforced. 
$13000 in taxes and I'm still looking at neighbors garbage cans. 

A lot of standing water at Park near the library. Lawn care and park over care is very sloppy. Lots of 
weeds and unkept areas. Would be nice if this was kept up and dead trees replaced. Many of the 
original design was removed for ease but it’s still not taken care of. Municipal is very well kept would 
be nice if both looked great. 

When you plant trees in the parkways, why do you plant them so close to the street lights.  
The trees get tall and shade out the lights. Bad. 

Work needs to be done on the bike/walking path along Main St from the library west to downtown. It’s 
in terrible condition and has been this way for many years. 

No, Just a great place to live. 

Very good village and well taken care of. 

Event parking has increasing gotten worse. Insufficient parking especially for older and handicapped 
patron. Miss or avoid most events because very difficult to find close parking. I cannot walk a block to 
event from parking spot. Closing down streets for events is good for residents but restrictive for those 
wishing to attend the events. 

Still hoping for more businesses to move to our area. Would be nice to be able to work nearby, but not 
enough professional jobs available. 

Great little town becoming an even greater above average town! 

bread
Typewritten Text

bread
Typewritten Text
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My rankings of the downtown was due to the too many signs and offerings of gaming. This cheap, 
easy way to bring money to the shop. Owner and revenues to the village creates a cheap image. 
Police reliance on radar enforcement is not consistent with the accident rate in town. Focus on the 
important...not the easy 

There needs to be a sidewalk and bike lane on Farm Hill Dr. between Cold Springs Dr. and Regency 
Pkwy. This is a dangerous section for those who walk and/or bike. Be forewarned.  
Also, when is Huntley going to complete its section of the HUM bicycle trail? Long overdue. 

Thanks you are doing a wonderful job. With everything you promote give a good feeling of community 
unity 

Snow removal is poor. We are on a cul de sac and our street stays terrible after a storm. 

What’s with Panera’s? Are they coming or not? 

It would be great if something could be done with the defunct area where the outlet mall used to be. 
Also expansion of the downtown are would be great. Also when is Panera Bread coming 

Compared to where I came from, Huntley is amazing and truly is "The Friendly Village with the Country 
Charm." 

RE: Parkway tree replacement. I brought in pics of my village replacement tree and was assured twice 
by two different secretaries that the village arborist would contact me but no dice. The tree probably 
ran out of warranty by then. I only asked for an opinion because the bark was all falling off. Maybe 
there is no such person (arborist) 

Safety measures need to be emphasized more; better publicity re: victims of dementia, seniors, 
homeless and disabled. 

Huntley has proved to be an excellent place to live for the past 15 years. 

With the increase in business' band events -bbq, parkside, sammy's, etc - at what point does VOH 
consider it is too LOUD, too LATE and too OFTEN for the residents to put up with? Can a reduced 
volume be required? Can the frequency be capped? Parking seems to be under control for these, but 
street parking is bad for concerts in park. 

Police and Fire Protection District are tops  
The village needs to reconsider the economic development plan to allow more flexibility to 
accommodate businesses to develop here. 

I do love living here, feel safe, and want to keep the small village charm. Glad to finally see Jewel 
going in on Reed! Need more commercial business at the north end. We need better selection of 
restaurants and less duplication on 47. Is there anything more HUNTLEY can do to help fund Animal 
House shelters expansion? Would be awesome. THANKS! 

People who live on cul de sacs need to get out of their driveways after snow. Please don’t leave them 
til last. Also don’t pile snow in middle of cul de sac. Kids play on the piles and it’s very dangerous 
because cars may not see them sliding down and into the street 

Public works AWESOME;Tara,Zak,Matt,Chad,Keith and Justin.  
 
Development Services; Jo Ann and Lindsey, very special. Always pleasant and helpful. 
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The improvements made in the downtown area are very nice and much appreciated. However, parking 
is still a problem. What's the deal with Panera Bread? Are they ever coming? Would hope for some 
retail businesses where we could actually "shop." Sorry the developers are giving us a hard time over 
use of old outlet mall property! 

It would be nice if more restaurant options (other than fast food) were offered. 

Please no more fast food restaurants & strip malls. Need a hotel. Please build-up where the outlet mall 
was & not anything near or next to Sun City that will increase traffic & noise. The noise from 47/Toll 
road has increased tremendously in the 16+ yrs. I've lived here. Housing values will be negatively 
affected by all that. 

SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE FEDERAL FUNDING:  
 
REFLECTIVE STREET SIGNS, ESPECIALLY IN SUN CITY 

Cold Springs Street in Sun City needs repaving. It has many undulations that are becoming worse. 

Thank you Huntley. We are glad to live in this community and it is only getting better. Town Square 
looks very nice and we like the fact that new businesses are coming into the area. We feel safe and 
connected and like that the police and fire come to talk with our clubs and participate in community 
events. 

Parking issue are deplorable. Not a whole lot of planning during the changes and additional activities. 
Very disappointed. Can't get to some activities due to parking issues.Nneed to re adjust.  
You think???? 

Railroad (or whoever is responsible) needs to repair road going over the tracks northbound on RT 
47.Too many vape/tobacco and alcohol shops. Modeling wrong environment to our youth.  
Last winter ice chunks were left blocking the street sewers on my block which I at 74 did my best to 
shovel. 

I reported a streetlight out on Lawson Street and it is still not repaired-the report was made about a 
month ago. 

I have talked to several people regarding the temporary signs in front of the Alden's facility, I am be 
told that Alden's has a year to remove. The signs are unsightly and should be removed. Someone 
should follow up on the signs, also State Farm office has set up an temporary sigh on Route 47.  
 

The North side of town could use a gas station. Rt47 towards Woodstock needs to be widened. Main 
Street through downtown is too narrow. 

Please put a light at RT 47 and Ackman Road 

everyone at the village hall are very knowledgeable and helpful 

I called 911, for an accident and the officer arrived with minutes. Very polite. 

GET RID OF THE TRUSTEES 

Proud to call Huntley home. It looks like we are going to continue to grow. Let's do it responsibly. 
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We are concerned with the appearance of Route 47-especially from Deicke Park southwards...it is 
looking like a congested Strip Mall area as one would see in any run-down area nearer large 
cities...why can't our Board treat ALL of Huntley in a similar fashion as they do Downtown/Main Street 
Huntley. Many have voiced this opinion. Thank you. 

Village Inspectors seem to pick and choose how they enforce building code. They don't follow the 
building code requirements that are available online to citizens. When presented with the building 
code, they defer to "it's at my discretion."  
 
The village also passes the buck to the PD far too often when it involves speeding issues 

The asphalt and concrete in front of my mailbox has been missing for over 2 months. I called public 
works last week and they forwarded my message to the contractor who said it would be fixed this 
week. I don't believe him. I plan to start calling daily until it is fixed or I will pour concrete and send you 
an invoice. 

Can the village approve of a gas station north of Rt 47 by Talamore and Covington Lakes 
neighborhoods? That would be such a relief and would help all of the residents there. 

It would be nice to continue to attract a diverse set of businesses in town and try to avoid duplication 
(ie, multiple McDonald's, Jimmy Johns, Jewel, etc...) 

Proud to call Huntley home 

Would love to see the farmers market grow  
Really enjoy events like petting zoo for children  
Need a hotel in Huntley for visiting familes! 

Something needs to be done about the cars speeding down Fairbluff Avenue before a child gets 
seriously injured 

Niko Kanakaris, recently encouraged kids to boat on his neighborhood pond, knowing it was prohibited 
by the HOA. He stated no big deal. What’s the big problem Do we need to sign a waiver Pay more 
insurance, I’ll pay for my own family to have fun I don’t care Its only money You live once Kids are kids 
Money is no object. 

Too many fast food restaurants!! Need more restaurants that aren’t bar food, fast food or pizza. Why 2 
Jewel stores?? 

I feel the mayor doesn't always represent the interests of ALL of the village. He seems to have his own 
agenda of doing what benefits him and his close circle. We need more business in town. 

Water billing is archaic- it's impossible to find out what you owe unless you physically go in, or have 
the paper bill in hand. Being able to pay online is great, but it's a huge pain to not be able to just log in 
and pay it without finding and typing in from a paper bill. 

Would really like to see a leaf pickup program where leaves can be raked into the street and collected 
by the village or mdc. Towns such as Hebron can afford it, and I feel that for the steep taxes we pay, 
we should be able to have such programs 

Parking in the street should be allowed over the summer months. 

Need more sidewalks. Connect Wing Pointe to downtown and down Kreutzer. Also, place fountains or 
bubbles in all ponds for added appearance and mosquito control. 
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Love living in Huntley! Our neighborhood has some drainage issues, but other than that everything is 
fantastic! 

Why on Earth would you approve ANOTHER gas station on the south side of town?? We need one 
further north near Talamore/Covington Lakes area. There are plenty of out lots at Rte 47 and 
Rainsford. We also need more upscale restaurants, not more junky fast food. 

Should learn from LITH about cleaning streets. They do a much better job over there than here.  
Just drive the streets and you'll find the bad ones. They are all over. 

Illegal fireworks need to stop. Covington Lakes in July look like the south side of Chicago! Police have 
been called multiple times and have never resolved the issue. Police need to be strong on illegal 
things! 

We live on a corner and when it snows we get stuck in our driveway because the plow leaves all the 
snow in front of our driveway. 

I wish the village would record the Planning and Zoning meetings and post them. 

Need more retail, gas station, and business development on the north end of town please! 

I think the village is doing awesome. The only thing I'd say is the snow plowing on 47 from Walmart to 
Algonquin rd always hard to get through. Also we need more stores/gas stations on North side of 
Algonquin on 47. 

Everyone knows if Huntley for the turkey testicle festival. The village should put together events that 
outshine this. The square is perfect for various events that could not only engage adults but kids too. 
Look at Geneva and Napperville for inspection. While the events in the big fields are nice the square 
needs to be the heart of all events 

Would like to see more stores, commercial and restaurants come to Huntley. I understand it’s a two 
way street and they also have to want to come to our town. 

Get rid of the trailer in driveway ordinance. Why make people pay to store them! 

All subdivisions should allow above ground pools. Not everyone can afford in ground or pool passes. 
Nor does everyone have time to always be at the pool with the kids. 

I live on Cindy Jo Ave. About one third of the residents on my street store their garbage containers in 
the front area of their house, not behind a barrier or in garage. Also another resident near corner of 
Joan and Cindy Jo has work vehicles at his house overnight, lawn mowers and junk in plain view of 
street. Why is this allowed? 

Have been waiting 3 months for the village to credit my credit card for post construction reimbursement 
is asinine. This village resembles cook county antics. Why can’t the mayor dress better at meetings 
and park in a parking spot? 

Suggest getting rid of (burying) every single electrical wire at the intersection of Rt. 47 & Main St. Its 
still a blight to look thru, especially to people passing thru town. Finish the job 100%. 

Very sad to see historical buildings removed. 
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Living close to the square, I feel we now have too many "let's get drunk and listen to loud music in a 
tent" festivals sponsored by the downtown bars. Testicle Fest, Huntley Thunder, BBQ Fest, Vets Fest, 
etc. are overkill at this point -- creating noise, crowds & extra traffic. Fewer paid fests and more free 
events like the concerts on the square. 

Need more parking downtown Huntley and a bigger post office 

Why does the village continue to have limited parking with new businesses? Downtown is limited by 
the VFW and the post office. The strip mall by Aldi, Rookies and Chase does not have enough spaces 
when it’s busy. 

Code enforcement needs to get out and enforce people in the village from parking and storing there 
motor homes and boats next to their house. I thought village ordinance was they had to be stored in an 
enclosed building or otherwise weren’t allowed. We have multiple people in our neighborhood who 
have them and start them all hours of the night. 

I think there should be an ordinance in regards to snow removal on sidewalks. I have three children 
who take the bus, and find it so aggravating that people refuse to shovel and my kids have to walk to 
the bus stop either in the snow or in the street. Why should my kids suffer because of other people’s 
laziness? 

Enforce the same rules for everyone in the village...parking in the street overnight, parking over the 
curb (this is very frustrating as I did it once and received a warned yet my neighbor does it 
everyday/night and nothing), upkeep of outside of home. 

The power lines on 47 take away from the village’s beauty 

Snow plow need to stop pushing all the snow at the ends of the driveway. Turn your blade a little bit. 
Becomes very hard to clear the end of the driveway with so much snow. Harder for older people. 

No jewel on the north side of town. 

I love Huntley! Huntley's garbage company is FANTASTIC!!  
Areas I'd like to see improved:  
- Bike lanes added to existing/new roads  
- Electronic payment for Village services  
- More parking and restaurants downtown  
- TRAIN STATION!!  
- Reduced property taxes!!  
- More frequent electronics drop-off events. 

We really need some more businesses in Huntley. I’d love to see downtown Huntley turn into what 
Woodstock is. I’m hoping that the new Jewel brings more businesses and opportunities and helps our 
community. 

Property taxes are too high 

Sincere thanks for a job well done to those who clear the snow and ice in winter weather. The streets 
in the Village are very well cleared, and safe, and the drivers of the plows are always respectful and 
considerate of property. 

Please consider burying the power lines in the downtown area along Rt. 47 & Main St. It would greatly 
improve the visual appearance of the downtown. 
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There is too much noise from loud music downtown Huntley after 9:00 PM from a combination of 
venues including BBQ King, American Legion, and other night time events. It appears there is no 
control on loud noise from the music and this has a very negative impact on home owners and their 
families who live close to the downtown area. 

Huntley police and fire are awesome! 

The Rte 47 corridor needs more above average restaurants!!  
NOT FAST FOODS!! and please NO more auto care shops. 

We could do without all the tickets issued for parking over the sidewalk at odd times. We would rather 
you give tickets to the seemingly growing trend of residents who light off fireworks in and around the 
4th of July, it’s gotten more obnoxious each year recently. Also would like there to be less soliciting 
allowed. 

The bike paths could use some work. There’s so much broken glass on them. It took a few phone calls 
to have someone go out and clean it up and the clean up was still horrible. Mainly around Reed Road 
campus and Walgreens and Dunkin’ Donuts. I have had to carry my toddler and have to worry about 
my dogs paws. 

We love Huntley!! 

Please remind your state counterparts that Rte 47 plowing needs to be a priority.  
Please seek out a gas station for the North end of town. 

We could use more enforcement of village property maintenance codes and clear procedures for 
multiple or consistent violations. 

I’m not a fan of the street parking limitations 

It would be nice to see more art represented throughout the village. A walking path along Kreutzer Rd 
would improve safety for pedestrians using that route, the pond off of Kreutzer in the back of Wing 
Pointe has been a stagnant mess for 17 years & pedestrian overpasses over route 47 would create a 
more connected feeling in the community. 

We need more department stores, restaurants, and businesses on the north side of town. 

Can we please stop duplicating things here. 2 Dunkins, 2 Jewel, 2 McDonalds, 2 Jimmy Johns, etc. 
We are not that big to need 2 of all these things but we are big enough to be able to get some variety. 

It would be nice to have some garbage cans/dog waste receptacles along the walking/bike paths. The 
poor library is the only available can to drop bags of waste. 

To improve Huntley’s overall look, the Village should consider doing something with the older buildings 
that line Route 47 between Main Street and Reed Road. Several are no longer in use, and they are an 
eyesore. 

Would like the ability to pay water bill online. 

Please work to bring in some family restaurants like a Chili’s or Olive Garden...a home depot...a gas 
station by Reed and 47.... 

I’ve called twice-each time different subject matter, left messages, no return call either time 
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For the safety of drivers and pedestrians, the Village needs to get the state to put street lights on 47 
between Freeman Rd. and Kreutzer Rd. Especially with the new sidewalks that have been installed! I 
have almost hit several deer leaving for work at 3am. Please get this done. 

Online bill payment for water bill and better follow-up from village employees. Have had issues and 
contacted proper departments within village and never gotten call back/follow up 

Blacktop path on east side of Georgian place around the lakes are in major need of maintenance, as 
are most paths in wing Pointe. PW is always great in responding to requests, making this town that 
more likeable to live in. Keep up the great work all! 

We need more developments! Sit down restaurants, gas stations North of Algonquin Road, a hotel! 
With being right off of 90 and having a hospital in town, all of these things make sense and I hope to 
see them pop up soon! 

Back yard has raised drainage that causes flooding. If the drainage was level with ground there would 
be no issues. 

We need more of a choice of restaurants on route 47, such as a KFC, Portillo’s, Olive Garden, etc.! 

It would be great to have the bike path on Main St between Ruth and downtown repaired/replaced. It is 
hard with bikes or a stroller to enjoy downtown on foot and leaving the car at home. 

Village building code for pools is horrible. Only 3 municipalities in IL have adopted code. Everything is 
normal per national code except 1.5 spacing on spindles. It is not only ridiculous it cost homeowners 
almost double (10K extra for me) esthetically unappealing. Village Inspector Steve is excellent, 
however he is forced to enforce a ridiculous cod 

Lack of police visibility has always bothered me in our subdivision. We have all types of illegal small 
racing vehicles, unlicensed, running up & down the streets. The stop signs are never stopped at, 
people speed up and down Bennington Dr. like it were a race track and there's never any police 
involvement. It's like they don't exist. 

Concerning is the robbery at Jimmy Johns and the string of incidents with children at the high school. 
Seems way too close to home for these kinds of things happening in such a nice town like Huntley. 

It would be wonderful to be able to receive the water bill online, and pay by auto-debit. When will that 
be happening. 

No more questions asking residents what they'd like to see in town or what direction the village should 
take when trying to attract new business? Officials are probably tired of hearing about the 
ridiculousness of duplicating everything in town within miles 3 to 4 miles of each other. 
Mcdonalds,Walgreens,Subway,Dunkin,Jimmy Johns,Starbucks,Jewel 

Cut the high weeds down on the east side of Rt47 btwn Regency Dr and the Panda property. Cut back 
the weeds to the pond. Can we work on getting a Dollar Tree in town? Many want one. Tired of going 
to Algonquin to shop. Seeing large traffic backups on Rt47 at Main St. and also Algonquin Rd during 
early morning and late afternoon. 

Huntley is a great place to live. Thank you for pacing growth and continually bringing in diversified new 
businesses. 
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With all of the retirement facilities, it would be nice to have a hotel for family and friends to stay in. I 
understand "rooftops" are important to the industry, but do they take into consideration this other 
factor? 

Very concerned of the village's anti-business bent. Several major projects (big retail/condo complex by 
main and 47 and outlet mall location) that would have brought money and jobs into the community 
were stopped by the Village. To top it off, Village is now going to use our tax dollars to fight against the 
new development at old outlet mall. 

We love this village! The people are friendly, the scenery is pristine, whether in town or on the 
surrounding farmland, or even in my immediate subdivision. This has been the best decision ever! 

Not much impressed with the Village's planning and development. There's a reason that businesses 
can't succeed downtown and there's a reason desirable businesses don't come to Route 47. I think it's 
time for some fresh ideas. I also think Parkside should make some goodwill gestures toward those of 
us who live downtown. Their events are nightmares. 

Would love to have some other sit down restaurants on Rt. 47 beside Fast Food Services. Mariano's 
Grocery Store, Dollar Store, Clothing Store, etc.. Thanks! 

Forget retail on the former mall site. Follow up other use proposals that have been presented. 

McHenry county taxes are high - the village could be our advocates to lower them 

 

Love living in Huntley. It's quaint yet close to everything our household needs. My only complaint is the 
shooting of guns. Our home backs to a field and as soon as the weather improves and on into early 
winter, on the weekends the guns are being shot non-stop. Sometimes the noise is so loud you can't 
have a conversation. We just hope those guns ar 

Something to think about - possible overnight parking on one side of the street. It's very hard for 
families with more than 3 or 4 cars. Over all I love Huntley! Thanks, 

Having issues with yard flooding ! 

Not sure why Board voted against the plan for the old mall site when committee had approved it. Now 
the village is being sued, and that will most likely be costly. 

There are several potholes in Talamore that keep growing over the past several months. 

I own a small business in town and am very frustrated by the level of regulation the city imposes 
compared to neighboring towns. The word is out that Algonquin is much more business friendly. The 
village leadership is just a good ole boy network that takes care of each other--- i.e., Pakside. Huntley 
should welcome business, not push it away. 

We love living in downtown Huntley, our biggest issue is with our trash contractor MDC. We will be 
contacting them as well but wanted to also let you know, we frequently have issues with our trash pick 
up and trash bins being left in the street- and we live on 2nd street. And have a flat driveway. It's very 
odd. 
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Very satisfied. Like living here! 

I have major drainage issues in my backyard. I have gone through multiple sump pumps do to it 
constantly going off. There is a swamp at the end of my yard due to it. Can someone come by and take 
a look at it?  
 
 
 

I just moved in to Northbridge. Every time it rains my backyard turns into a swamp and it stays like that 
for days. There is something seriously wrong with the drainage. I've heard that that the village had used 
temp inspectors for this subdiv & they did a bad job. What can I/you do to help this problem. I pay a lot 
of taxes for this to happen. 

My backyard is constantly flooded due to being slightly lower than all of my neighbors. Unfortunately 
there is no drain in any of our backyards. My sump pump runs constantly and my basement was 
flooded. I would love if anything could be done about this problem. 

Think about noise control for homes along Route 47 (North of Reed Road). The traffic is getting heavier 
and heavier and even though there is the pond and open land, the noise from the traffic / semi's are 
really bad. Heavy landscaping would be nice once the extension happens. 

Drainage issues all over Northbridge need to be addressed. 

We are very happy with how the town has grown, but maintained the small-town feel. The downtown 
renovations are beautiful. We are very satisfied with the businesses that have been brought into our 
community. 

Would love to see a box box retailer or two along with more restaurants.. I realize it is difficult to get 
interested businesses, as a community, how do we stack hands and think outside the box to gain 
interest? Would love to see Huntley continue to develop! Definitely fight that rezoning- we need retailers 
not warehouses! Too many trucks alr 

We are Blessed to be in such a Wonderful City ,We Love it ,we are hoping it doesn't change by them 
bringing section 8 or any apt complexes to our area ,It would change our area ,since they brought the 
low income senior here ,I've noticed a change in our stores what's coming in .not happy with that 
...parking lots ,stores are messy .. 

No more fast food in strip malls. Great place to live! 

Continue with your attempts to bring more business to Huntley. Would love to see a Home Depot 

Thank you for making Huntley a great place to live. 

I am not sure that subdivisions get the same village services that the rest of the village does for the 
same tax dollar. I have heard the burden for items like parkway tree trimming and replacement is put on 
the HOA where the rest of the village gets items like as part of their property taxes. 

I have been working with the Village on the area that I have lived for 46 years. I know that it takes time 
but no one has looked at this area since the letters were set out. This area is getting worst now that the 
letters have been sent. 
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There are three things that are of concern to me as a homeowner in Georgian Place:  
 
1. Dandelion/weed control in common areas.  
 
2. Car-lot where Wheatlands meets Potomac. Often times there are 4-5 cars parked in front of a 
particular house in the cul-de-sac.  
 
3. Cars parked over sidewalks. Please have someone fine those who do this. 

As Huntley continues to grow I hope you can still provide the same excellent services. I hope you are 
considering a hotel in Huntley as it is needed for visiting family members and growing businesses. 

Snow removal was very good in spite of the horrid winter we had. 

We need a gas station on the north side of Huntley. 

Main Street shoulder going toward the high school need to be filled in. 

It's often hard to find out much about what is going on in the Village. Poor website-always has been, not 
sure who to contact, and whether you will even reach or hear back from the right people. Too 
bureaucratic for me. Governance is misguided and has really not been done right in my opinion. 

Keep up the good work! 

Chamber of commerce building is unattractive. Perhaps paint the brick?  
 
Christmas on the green last year was gorgeous!! Thank you 

Whose jurisdiction is intersection of Algonquin and Haligus? Could you do something about people 
running the light on red? Traffic enforcement in the village needs to be beefed up mega big time!!!! 

Every year that I complete this survey, I always think about how much the Village board cares about 
Huntley. From making sure our infrastructure is maintained to always tweaking the beautification of the 
downtown area. I have always been proud to have moved here back in 2001, and I hope to continue to 
be proud of this wonderful town. Thank you! 

Let us pay our utility bill via PHONE.  
 
I have been waiting for 10 months for action/ response regarding aphid infestation in the maple tree you 
placed in front of my house. It was the Second replacement tree after the removal of original elm tree. 
The first maple was a loser. The second one was not the trunk width I'd requested. 

Would like some sort of entertainment center where the outlet mall was. Movie theater, hotel, 
restaurants, kids play area like urban air, mini golf. It would be great to not have to leave town for 
entertainment. 
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